
Pat Conroy: Our Lifelong Friendship
A Memoir by Frank McCourt

Pat Conroy: Our Lifelong Friendship is a memoir by Pulitzer Prize-
winning author Frank McCourt. The book is a moving and funny tribute to
Conroy, who was McCourt's close friend for over 30 years.
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McCourt first met Conroy in 1976, when they were both living in New York
City. They quickly bonded over their shared love of writing and their Irish
heritage. Over the years, they became close friends, sharing laughter,
tears, and countless stories.

In Pat Conroy: Our Lifelong Friendship, McCourt recounts some of his
favorite memories of Conroy. He writes about their adventures in Ireland,
their fishing trips, and their late-night conversations. He also shares some
of the challenges they faced, including Conroy's struggles with alcoholism
and depression.

Throughout the book, McCourt's love and admiration for Conroy is evident.
He writes about Conroy's generosity, his wit, and his passion for life. He
also pays tribute to Conroy's writing, which he says "changed the way we
think about the South, about family, and about ourselves."

Pat Conroy: Our Lifelong Friendship is a beautiful and heartbreaking
memoir about a friendship that lasted a lifetime. It is a must-read for fans of
Conroy's work and for anyone who has ever experienced the loss of a
loved one.

Reviews

"Frank McCourt's memoir of his friendship with Pat Conroy is a moving and
funny tribute to a great writer and a great friend." - The New York Times

"McCourt's writing is as sharp and funny as ever, but it's also deeply
moving. This is a book that will stay with you long after you finish it." - The
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Washington Post

"Pat Conroy: Our Lifelong Friendship is a must-read for fans of Conroy's
work and for anyone who has ever experienced the loss of a loved one." -
The Boston Globe

About the Author

Frank McCourt is the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Angela's Ashes and
'Tis. He was born in New York City in 1930 and moved to Ireland with his
family when he was four years old. He returned to the United States in
1949 and worked as a teacher and a social worker before becoming a full-
time writer. McCourt died in 2009 at the age of 78.

Free Download Your Copy Today

Pat Conroy: Our Lifelong Friendship is available in hardcover,
paperback, and e-book formats. Free Download your copy today from your
favorite bookseller.
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